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Once again I am very late writing this column. Could I blame it on our
wonderful British weather “Tom”; we are really having a spell of good
old fashioned winter. I do believe I’ve lost a few plants in this prolonged spell of icy blast, and I’m not just talking streptocarpus either
some plants in the cold greenhouse have damage or worse. If you do
have plants in for protection put extra covering over them either fleece
if you have it but even sheets of old newspaper will help.
This winter I’ve had to put up the heater a couple of degrees more in
the greenhouse. Several times the cold greenhouse which is quite a bit
protected has plunged to minus 5 degrees c. so any members using
greenhouses for the protection of their plants must keep a vigil on the
current weather pattern keep plants on the dry side just a little moisture
from the bottom to keep them going, remembering to take the chill off
the water when doing so. Persevere with your plants and hopefully the
better weather and the new season won’t be too far away.
As always enjoy you’re growing and have a good season.
Ken Jones
Chairman

Views inside Ron Aldous Greenhouse

Sinningia Macropoda
Best in Show in Toronto
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Judging, or a bone of contention!
by Ken Jones
Having judged our own Society show for the last 2 years I have been approached on several
occasions to write an article, to possibly help those with limited experience at showing. These then are my views and
do not interfere in any way shape or form of other gardening organisations, and let me say this that the R.H.S. in the
main does a very good job.
The R.H.S. Show Handbook is exactly what it says “a guide”. That it does not mention “Streptocarpus” does not really
matter, many other flowering species that could be called “Houseplants” are also missing but there are guidelines for
the judging of such. A “Houseplant” meaning a plant that can be kept in the home for 2 to 3 years or longer. A “Judge
“ usually a man or woman that has quite a few years of showing experience and becomes willing to take on the role
Judge. Some National Societies have their own Judges and run qualification exams to elect their Judges.
In the past we have had National Chrysanthemum Society Judges when our show was held at the County
Showground, of latter years we had Trevor Mills who has now retired from the show world, a very good judge he was
too.
In the last couple of years our Secretary Frank Davies has been unable to find a judge that would come along and judge
purely Streptocarpus, why this is I do not know.
The criteria for flowering plants is a sturdy, shapely plant with healthy foliage, and flowers of good colour,
size and substance for the variety, and its decorative value also. Main defects, a plant that is drawn or under nourished,
poor foliage and flowers that are dull or faded or anything obviously diseased.
The R.H.S. give a points guide which is as follows.
Condition 6 points,
Quality and Quantity of bloom 6 points,
Cultivation 5 points,
Difficulty of cultivation 3 points.
If you read through the R.H.S. guide a similar points system is used for most species to be shown in pots. Because at local shows and some County shows you will have various plant species competing against one another. At the
same time it also advises you only to use the point systems where you have really close competition. The main reason
for that is time! If points as such were used in each class in an exact way it could take up a considerable amount of
time.
Most judges go round the venue and look at each class before starting to judge, at this time you will be assessing the classes making sure everything is in order asking the steward who is appointed to you anything that seems
out of place or someone has left an exhibit without a ticket or maybe a novice exhibitor a pot in the wrong class, this
then can be adjusted before finally judging and can save someone having a NAS on the exhibit. Not as Schedule is not
nice. In our show my judging is assessed by giving each plant mentally 15 points.
Condition 5,
Quality and Quantity of bloom 5,
How well it is cultivated 5.
I find it easier and quicker by this method as any judge knows most times it is fairly easy to pick out 3 or 4 plants that
are going to be in the prizes, very often 1st prize is easy to pick out without using points. My method of deducting
points as I go along usually gives 2nd 3rd and 4th. If I get two or more plants of equal merit I will then go to the degree of
difficulty in growth of each plant and award point even if I have not grown those particular varieties I believe that I’ve
enough experience to recognize types which are more difficult than others, judging is not an exact science, It is recommended that there should be more than one judge but this cannot always be in today’s world.
I hope that this helps some of you who have asked for this article. For those who do not know I have shown
and judged plants and flowers since the 1960s. Ken
PS So as an exhibitor you need to find a goodly exhibit and the requirement is where possible a plant that is at its
maximum growth period, plenty of flower, a good shape for its type, nice clean foliage and no signs of disease or insect
damage. Not always possible for them all to be perfect I know that myself, but these are the lines along which you have
to look. Do not be at all worried if you come along to our show with plants for the first time there is always someone
who will help you to set up your plants and put you in the right classes. Indeed at most local shows in your own areas
people are usually very helpful and who knows it may well start you off on another part of growing plants, for plant
show people are mostly a very friendly lot.
Get out there! Have a go and enjoy it.
Ken
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The Toronto Gesneriad Society Annual
Show 2009
by Bob Counsell
On Wednesday 25th March 2009 it was me to head oﬀ to Toronto for their annual Gesneriad show, at which I had
once again been asked to assist the judging as Judges Clerk, the invita on which of course I accepted with pleasure. My
role as Judges Clerk was to ensure all plants are judged to the rules. The clerks’ job is also to record all judges comments
and points award on to the judging ckets.
The show as again held in Sherway Gardens; a huge shopping mall, where all tables and adver sing for the show is provided and set up by the shopping mall staﬀ completely free of charge – if only all socie es were so lucky!
Friday 27th March arrived; this is the se ng up day and was a hive of ac vity from 7am with members spending what
seemed like hours grooming their plants, using so brushes to clean the leaves and tweezers to pick of any damage or
dead/marked ﬂowers. Some members had brought their show plants from Vancouver which is a ﬁve hours ﬂight in cardboard boxes as HAND luggage! That’s what I call dedica on – or is it perhaps addic on?! We le the mall at about 10pm
looking forward with great an cipa on to the judging and opening of the show the next day, Saturday 28 th March.

Some of the show benches set up in the shopping mall
The judging started at 8am and as all plants are judged by three judges it is quite intensive and as a judges clerk I found
as usual that it was very interes ng to hear and record all the comments both good and bad and having an input when
asked. Only clerks are allowed to move or touch the exhibits if required. It was a very diverse show with plants covering
all the members of the Gesneriad family. There were six teams of three judges with their clerks. The judging ended at
11.30 am.
A nice selec on of Streptocarpus was on show covering Species and Hybrids. The Best Streptocarpus in the show was a
Species Lilliputana, a species discovered in South Africa in 2000. This is one of the few Streptocarpus that must be kept
wet; in fact dryness will kill it. It is very hard to grow. This plant was shown by Dr. Bill Price who brought it on the plane
from Vancouver.

S Paper Moon

S. Lilliputana

S Big Yolk
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The Toronto Gesneriad Society Annual
Show 2009 (continued)
Some of the other notables were Streptocarpus Paper Moon and Full Yolk. I was lucky enough to be given leaves from
both plants. The Best Exhibit in the show was a Species Sinningia Macropoda in immaculate condi on with large leaves
which are easily damaged. This plant was carried in hand luggage from Vancouver by plane by Arleen Dewell, who was also
judges’ chair for the show. Because most Streps are grown under lights the growers do not show or grow Streps as large as
we do in the UK.
There was a huge entry of Chirita in many varie es, many being shown for their leaf pa erns alone. Another group was
Petrocosmia – this plant usually forms a huge ﬂat circle of overlapping leaves. There are classes for plants with leaves only
and for
plants
in
ﬂower.
African Violets
featured
prominently with
classes of
miniatures, trailers and
standards. Many
other
types
of Gesneriads were
on
display, far
too many
to
men on
here.
Please
visit
the
Toronto
Society web page for more informa on at www.torontogesneriadsociety.org.

Best African Violet

African Violet Standard

African Violet Trailer

A further sec on of the show using only Gesneriad material was devoted to ar s c interpreta on and the diﬀerent secons had a theme, such as “Volcanoes” “Bridges” and “Whales and Squids” – a designer class in containers under water. To
see the diﬀerent interpreta ons of the themes was mind boggling showing the exhibitors’ inven veness.
A er the judging the show was opened to the public who had been wai ng pa ently to see the wonderful displays and to
visit the 2 sales tables – one specializing in African Violets – both leaves and plants being sold. The second table was run by
the Toronto Society and this sold all types of Gesneriads grown and donated by Society members for Society funds. This was
an extremely busy sales table and hundreds of plants and cu ngs were sold.
It was about 6pm when the show closed. Members of the Society died up and cleared away ready for the next show
day.
We all went home happy and red to a 4 course meal provided by our good friend Monte. 19 sat down to dinner! The
conversa on was s mula ng and diverse. All par es came from all over the US and Canada and were eager to share experiences and anecdotes around the growing of Gesneriads.
Sunday morning at 10am we were once again “on duty”. Members of the public were wai ng to be allowed in to once
again view and buy the sales displays. Members of the Society mingled with the public oﬀering advice on beginner’s problems, and the best plants to start with. All manner of ques ons were asked and there was always an expert to answer these
ques ons. Many of the visitors happily le clutching their new plants and full of enthusiasm for Gesneriads.
The show ended at 5pm with empty sales tables and happy members, with all agreeing it had been a good show with a
high standard of plants.
In view of my recent illness and opera ons I had hesitated about taking my Toronto trip this year. I had been later propaga ng my plants and they were not ready in March to send out as normal. Valerie said they wouldn’t grow any quicker if I
was at home and that the trip to see old friends would be good for me, so I didn’t need much persuasion to book my cket.
Once again I stayed with my good friend Monte who is 82 but every year has a house full of guests for the weekend. I once
again found this to be a very rewarding and friendly experience and although I arrived home red, I once again state – plant
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Don’t catch cold!!!!!!
by Peter Pinches
December 18th 2009.
I trudge very carefully up the garden path to my greenhouses. It has been a very cold
night with the overnight temperature down to minus 2 degrees and the ground is hard
with the frost. My two greenhouses are heated by electric fan heaters which have
been running for several days. I check in greenhouse No.1 and find it is reasonably
warm at around 10 degrees C, but when I enter greenhouse No.2 it is freezing. Although the heater is on, it is blowing cold air only, and the temperature is down to minus
2 degrees; the heater is scrap. What to do?
I have about 200 small plants recently potted from cuttings in 2 inch pots and over 100
plants in 4 and 5 inch pots, not to mention about another 15O plants waiting to be potted. All sitting there in the freezing cold.
About three years ago, my wife noticed that one of our garden centres was having a
sale and that my brand of heater was on offer at a very reduced price. Too good an
offer to refuse, I purchased a new heater to keep as a spare. At the time this seemed
to be a good move, particularly as my oldest heater was at least 15 years old. Thank
goodness I bought that spare!
Within a few minutes, the heaters were exchanged and the temperature soon started
rising. It took a few days to see what damage had been done to my plants. I think I
was extremely lucky as I only lost about six of the small plants; everything else had survived.
Having a spare heater is a must for me and within a couple of hours I went out in
search of another heater to keep as a standby. Why do garden centres close for gardening equipment during December? Anything you might need is hidden away to
make room for their displays of Christmas decorations , wreaths and masses of Christmas plants. Anyway at garden centre No.3 I finally found my new heater which was
quickly purchased and is now sitting in the garage waiting the next crisis.
ALWAYS KEEP A SPARE……You never know…...
Peter Pinches.
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An unusual way to propagate Streptocarpus...apparently
by Terry Dicker
After my first year of growing Streps, the plants were getting big and leafy, and the number of flowers on each shelf was going
down. It was time to delve into the art of propagation. Scouring the internet showed that what I needed to do was to sever leaves (not
too old, nor too young) from the parent, then plant them in compost, either whole or in pieces. And then I would need to leave them
for ages, after which they might or might not produce their young. It all seemed prone to danger to me. At some stage I'd let them dry
out or bake in the sun, or a young grandchild would 'investigate and rearrange' them, unsuccessfully.
By chance, I found that putting leaves into an inch of water would induce roots within a month. When I left them for another
month, baby leaves even started to grow. How easy was that! I then planted them into an equal mix of peat compost, vermiculite and
perlite, and away they grew. I now have a vision of the conservatory filled with flower quite early (for me) next season. The only
thing I haven't mentioned is that I added a product call Superthrive to the water, at a rate of one drop per pint of water.
I think I need a 'flashback' now, back to Spring 2008. Diana and I went to the show at the 3 counties ground, Malvern, and were
'blown away' by the excellent stand of the British Streptocarpus Society, who kindly introduced us to the plants and gave us some
leaflets. Within a week, we had driven from Solihull to North Wales to visit Dibleys nursery. It was truly amazing to see a glasshouse
the size of a football pitch filled with flowering plants. We came back with 2 mature plants and 10 plugs - as well as half a dozen
varieties of Saintpaulia, a favourite of Diana. We became members of both Societies, and enjoy the excellent newsletters. The Saintpaulia & Houseplant Society organise an annual Spring offer of leaves, where some members donate leaves, which are then sorted
and sent out to meet requests from other members. We received 17 leaves to try to grow into plants! So I raided the local Pound Shop
for boxes of salt and pepper pots to root the leaves in water.
Some weeks earlier, I had found an article on the website of AVSA, the African Violet Society of America, describing how to
propagate. Somewhere amongst all the words they casually mentioned watering with Superthrive - as if everyone should know what
that was. Google came to the rescue and sellers were found on eBay. In fact, I found I could buy some in person at a bonsai franchise
in the local Hilliers garden centre. One claim (of many) on the bottle was that plants would benefit by adding 1 drop per gallon during normal watering. However, any benefits proved too subtle for me! Nevertheless, it was a case of one thing leading to another. I
was going to root lots of AV leaves in water; I had been using a dilute solution of Superthrive during watering, so it was 'natural' to
use the same solution for rooting the AV leaves. Except I only needed about a pint of water, it was more concentrated. Roots started
to form in about 10 days. My first roots!
I thought, "Streps and AV's are both Gesneriads. Why had no-one on the internet put Strep leaves in water to root?" So I tried it,
using the dilute Superthrive. And indeed they did root, after about a month. I then left them where they were until we returned from
holiday, only to find that one of them had started to grow new leaves too, underwater. This was totally unexpected. I have since
found that some varieties take longer than others, and that about 5% of leaves rot. Most developed roots and leaves and by October I
had lots of new plantlets growing on over the winter.
I have started to write my first website, and have put photographs there. I will update this from time to time. If you are interested
you can find them at www.dicker-nivison.co.uk/streps/ . The most important active ingredient of Superthrive is likely to be 1naphthylacetic acid, a plant hormone that stimulates rooting; I have put details on the website.
Diana and I had a pleasurable and educational experience when we went over to Burntwood to collect our 'Franken' plants early
this summer. Frank showed me his impressive greenhouse 'complex' as well as his great love for Streptocarpus. I was very grateful
for his advice on high K fertilisers to induce flowering. I have to fit my Streptocarpus onto no more than 18 feet of conservatory
shelving, so I require young (SMALL) plants with lots of flowers. I think I have a good chance of achieving this now with my armoury of high N, high K and 1-naphthylacetic acid ingredients - as well as all the time and care I have got used to giving my 'Streps'.
Terry Dicker
Member 373
December 2009
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Secretary’s Report
2010 already, both Mary and myself trust you had a good Christmas and wish you all a happy new year for you and
your plants.
2009 was the best year the society has had regarding show awards, we started oﬀ poor with a silver at Harrogate, the
things started to get be er with a Gold at Malvern Spring. B.B.C. Gardeners World at the N.E.C. was one of the best we
have had there, no awards given at this show for socie es.
The next one was Arley Garden Fes val in Cheshire and we obtained a Large Gold. The next ou ng was our own show,
entries slightly down on the last few years but s ll very good quality, but the highlight of the show for both Mary and
myself and all the members who a ended was that Lynn Dibley agreed to be the society’s president.
On to Ta on Park a silver-gilt, a er that it’s Bakewell, another Large Gold. The Bath and West at Shepton Mallet was not
very good, as at Gardeners World we do not get judged. We now come to the last two shows of the year for the society
and the plants are going down, as we do not bring any plants home from shows unless they are new ones we want to
keep for cu ngs, Harrogate Autumn (the best show of the year) a be er result this me, Premier award, a few days oﬀ,
and oﬀ again to Malvern Autumn and another Gold.
So all in all a very good year.
During the season on the stand at I think all the shows we a ended during 2009 we encountered members and many
people who are not members having trouble with their plants this year, not ﬂowering, not growing a er repo ng, a er
asking all the usual ques ons, have you po ed into a very large pot from a small one, have you planted into a soil based
compost instead of a peat based one. 98% of the me it was compost, bought new compost for them, it does not look
the same as the last lot I bought a lot coarser and bits in it. The other 2% had used soil based J.I.Compost.
Compost, in the members le ers we have two comments on compost, Tom may also have some, I do not know what
to say or recommend you to buy, I have seen some of the mixtures and they are not good, when I say not good I mean
not good for Streps. Most of the manufacturers are adding 30% or more of the recycled waste from councils to what
was a good growing medium for Streps, and they are just not growing in it. I have been looking at all the brands I can
ﬁnd on the internet and as far as I can tell unless you can get hold of their PROFESSIONAL mixes that they are s ll doing
for the hor culture trade we don’t seem to have any compost that suits streps. If you are lucky enough to have a plant
nursery in the area where you live you could ask if they will sell you a bag of what they use, it’s not cheap. Also if any of
you are visi ng Dibley’s they will sell you a bag of the one they use (get 2 it keeps if kept dry) If you are passing or close
by myself I am now using the same as Dibley’s and will let you have a bag. So far as I can tell the ones that have not
added any of the recycled waste added are, CLOVER Mul purpose, PETERSFIELD Mul purpose, HUMAX Mul purpose
this has silver sand added but not a lot and SHAMROCK. If you have a Hor culture Supplies in your area then these also
may sell single bags of any of the above or any of the PROFESSIONAL composts, if you ask for peat only compost they
will tell you what they have in stock, it’s not cheap but worth it. J. Arthur Bowers has added recycled waste, Bullrush has
also added recycled waste and chipped bark, Westland's do not state that anything is added on there web site to date
but they are adding all sorts of things, Sco s (Levingtons) are adding about 40% of recycled and other things. If you have
trouble trying to ﬁnd compost give me a ring or drop me e-mail and I will try to help. Just a word regarding the cu ngs I
took in March 2009 (8th March) they are now in 11cm (4.1/4 inch) pots and doing very well, some are just star ng to
show ﬂower, so if you can have a go at early cu ng this year you will have ﬂowers much earlier next year.

LOOKING AFTER STREPS MONTH BY MONTH
FEBRUARY.
The ﬁrst part of this month your plants will only need keeping moist, towards the end of the month when the light is
ge ng be er you can start and repot any that need repo ng, the easy way to do this, cut round the rim of a pot the
same size that your plants are in, using the bo om of this pot ﬁlled with compost as a plug. Put about 4 to 5 cm of compost in the bo om of the larger pot (1.1/2 inches) place the plug into the pot and feed compost around it tapping the
pot as you do it, take out the plug, and replace with the plant. I ﬁnd this a very easy way with streps because of the
leaves hanging over the pot.
When repo ng don’t forget that streps like to be pot bound to ﬂower so do not use a larger pot than required, for example if a plant is in a 9cm pot (3.1/2 inch) it needs one a li le larger, a 11cm (4.1/4 inch) will do, a er the 11cm you
can then go to a 13cm or 14cm (5. inch) again using the plug method.
Young cu ngs only require a 6cm (2. inch) pot.
A er repo ng just give a small drink, also take oﬀ any old leaves that you may have missed earlier.
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LOOKING AFTER STREPS MONTH BY MONTH (continued)
MARCH.
This month sees the main start of the season, repot any that you have left to do as early as possible in the month, also the plants
that do not need repotting will need a feed, use a high potash feed, a liquid tomato feed or Chempack No 4 or Vitax Vitafeed
214, the first watering in March give a full strength feed, this will give the plant a boost and also help to start flower growth, if
you feed at every watering from then on with a ¼ strength mixture this will keep your plants in good flower for the season.
Keep the plants in as much light as you can, the sun should not hurt them yet.
This month is also a good me to take cu ngs if you have any leaves that are not too old, these will make good strong plants
for next year and should be star ng to ﬂower in late February to early March 2011.

APRIL.
Plants should look a lot be er than a few months ago, having grown a few more leaves, s ll keep them in good light in the
house, you may need a li le shade in the greenhouse, you can s ll pot on any that need it, but don’t forget they do like to be
pot bound to ﬂower be er.
Water only when the plants show you that they need it, if you have a single plant that looks as if it needs a drink just check
before giving it any water that it is dry and not too wet, and keep feeding at ¼ strength high potash (tomato feed) streps prefer
a li le and o en.
You should have some ﬂower stems showing or if you are lucky a few ﬂowers by now.
April is another good month for cu ngs, you can do this a few ways, the one I think will be beneﬁcial is to take ps from a leaf
from this years growth about 1.½ inches (4 to 5cm) long plant this in a small pot with a mixture of compost 2 parts and 1 part
vermiculite, this should root in 4 to 6 weeks and have new plantlets in 12 to 14 weeks.

MAY.
This month you may have to shade if your plants are in the greenhouse, if in the house move from windowsills if facing south
on sunny days.
Only water when needed and add feed (Tomato) at quarter strength to encourage ﬂower.
If you s ll want to take cu ngs this is a good month to do so, but keep them in a shady area and moist not wet, not forge ng
that it takes 12 to 14 weeks for young plantlets to grow on the leaves, so they will need good shading otherwise they will dry
out too quickly.
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Letters from Members
Tom,
I would hope to devote a li le more me to Streps now that I have re red, and maybe even a end the Show/AGM next
year. It is most welcome to see that the Dibley family is now on board.
The Show Report was most interes ng. As were the comments by Ken about the inadequacies of current composts. Did anyone ask Lynn what make Dibleys use professionally. I must confess that I did not spot it when I last visited their growing
sheds.
However, I am contac ng you to enquire whether you have considered conver ng the Newsle er to folded A5 format. The
advantages are that you can employ D5 envelopes (a li le cheaper than D4) but mainly only standard postage is needed instead of larger size. From experience, the 100g upper weight limit is more than adequate. Of course, I don't know how you
produce the Newsle er, but since it is coloured on every page, I would guess that 10A4 sides each printed in colour could cost
as much as £1 to produce, unless of course you know a friendly printer, so the cost of postage is signiﬁcant rela ve to the cost
of produc on
Regards
Tim Pearce 437
Franks note re compost.
Dibleys use Sinclair Po ng and Bedding.
Many thanks for the newsle er received this morning, plus thanks for all your hard work for the Society.
I found the comments by Ken Jones on composts very interes ng; we too have found many of what were the standard composts useless for our plants. We grow over 200 Dahlias for exhibi on as well as our Streps & felt perhaps what our prac ce is
might be of help to someone.
We have found the composts produced by Clover to be excellent although I don't like the so-called we ng agents which are
added. To avoid over-watering we mix perlite & hor cultural grit to improve the drainage etc & have found this season it has
worked well.
The mix = 5 parts Clover, 1 part Perlite & 1 part Grit.
I hope this might be of help,
Many thanks again,
Nev & Sue Goddard
From: FKSTREPS@aol.com To: nevillegoddard@supanet.com
Sent: Sunday, October 04, 2009 7:45 PM Subject: Re: Composts. Nev & Sue. Clover compost i have never heard of, have you a
name that's on the bags? Who makes it? Your comments will be passed on for the next newsle er, i think we will get quite a
few comments regarding compost, or should i say what they are passing on to us as compost. Frank.
Frank, Thanks for your reply, the compost in ques on is Irish & is made from genuine moss peat, I changed to it mainly because of the ro ng I experienced with the dahlias I grow, but the results with the streps was very, very good. The address etc
I have taken from the bags is; Clover Peat Products, 16 Derrylaughan Road. Dungannon, Co Tyrone, Northern Ireland BT71
4QR. Tel. 02887 740488 Fax 02887 748737. I hope this will be of help as personally I will only use this from now on, hoping
the quality will remain the same. Many thanks again & wishing you all the best, Nev & Sue Goddard.
Hello,
Thank you for sending the membership card and literature so promptly. I had considered joining 2 or 3 years ago but never
seemed to get around to it. I have just counted the number of varie es I have and it now amounts to 28, although as this includes most of Dibleys’ new introduc ons from recent years I shall probably have to reduce the range. Having said that it is
diﬃcult to choose which to drop!
This brings me to the main point of this email because one variety that I am par cularly keen to obtain is Lilac Lace which I
understand is one that you bred. This is dissimilar to any other variety that I have and I see from the newsle er that you may
have some young plants available soon – if this variety is among them could you supply me with one, or alterna vely a leaf?
Incidentally, regarding the comments on culture, you may be interested in my experiences – for the last 2 seasons I have
been incorpora ng Westland 6 month Slow Release fer liser in the compost at the ﬁnal pot stage. It is NPK 14-5-28 and seems
to work very well. The other point I might men on is about the seed bank. I have never bothered to collect seed before but I
have quite a few varie es which are not on the stock list shown in the Newsle er and I am prepared to save some if you think
it worthwhile.
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SHOWS THE SOCIETY HOPES TO ATTEND 2010
APRIL 22ND TO 25TH
HARROGATE SPRING FLOWER SHOW

THE SHOWGROUND HARROGATE
MAY 6TH TO 9TH
MALVERN SPRING SHOW
THE SHOWGROUND
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Addresses for mail or ar cles for
publica on in next issue
Ken Jones
23 North Street
Boney Hay
Burntwood
Staﬀs
WS7 2PB
Tel:- 01543 318554

MALVERN. WORCESTERSHIRE

JUNE 16TH TO 20TH
———————————————————————————————————————
BBC GARDENERS WORLD LIVE
AT THE NEC BIRMINGHAM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY JUNE 26TH & 27TH
ARLEY GARDEN FESTIVAL
ARLEY HALL & GARDENS NORTHWICH CHESHIRE

JULY 17TH
SOCIETY’S OWN SHOW
MEMO HALL, LICHFIELD ROAD,
BROWNHILLS, STAFFS. Open 8 am Close 3.30pm.
JULY 21ST TO 25TH
RHS FLOWER SHOW
TATTON PARK, CHESHIRE
AUGUST 4TH & 5TH
BAKEWELL SHOW
BAKEWELL SHOWGROUND
DERBYSHIRE

SEPTEMBER 3RD, 4TH & 5TH
NATIONAL GARDENING SHOW
BATH & WEST SHOWGROUND,
SHEPTON MALLET, SOMERSET.
SEPTEMBER 17TH TO 19TH
HARROGATE AUTUMN FLOWER SHOW
THE SHOWGROUND HARROGATE
SEPTEMBER 25TH & 26TH
MALVERN AUTUMN SHOW
THE SHOW GROUND,
MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HELP ON THE STAND AT ANY OF THE ABOVE SHOWS PLEASE
LET ME KNOW, ESPECIALLY MALVERN SPRING, NEC AND TATTON, THANK YOU.

Frank Davies
9 Wharf Lane
Chasetown
Burntwood
Staﬀs
WS7 4QY
Tel:- 01543 672938
e-mail FKSTREPS@aol.com
Tom Causer
24 North street
Boney hay
Burntwood
Staﬀs
WS7 2PB
e-mail tom.causer@ntlworld.com
Deadline for ar cles,
ques ons or le ers is
30/04/2010
SEED FUND
Sue Long
26 Killan Road,
Dunvant,
Swansea.
SA2 7TD
Tel:- 01792 207898
e-mail gowerstreps@hotmail.com
MEMBERSHIP TREASURER
Peter Pinches
72 Coopers Road
Handsworth Wood
Birmingham
B20 2JX
Tel:- 0121 5540428
If you have pictures you want printed in the Newsle er please send
photos, 35mm negs or slides to
Tom Causer or Ken Jones these will
be returned a er publica on.
Many thanks
Tom
The editor

